The following errata correct errors in the *Gondor at War*. The errata are updated regularly; when changes are made any changes from the previous version will be highlighted in magenta. Where the update has a note, e.g. 'Regional update', this means it has had a local update, only in that language, to clarify a translation issue or other minor correction.

**Errata**

**Page 27** – Wandering Dwarf
Change the Wandering Dwarf’s Move value to 5”.

**Page 54** – Isengard
Change all instances of Orc bow on this page to Uruk-hai bow.

**Page 82** – Baggage Train – Objectives
Change the objectives to read:
**Attacker Victory** – The Attacker has at least three pieces of cargo in their possession at the end of the game.
**Defender Victory** – At least three pieces of cargo and at least one model that is not a Baggage Pony have escaped the board via the northern board edge.
**Draw** – Any other result.